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ABSTRACT. Modelling the response of Himalayan glaciers to rapid climate change is an important
problem. The poorly understood effects of debris cover and the variable response of the glaciers have
made it difficult to understand their dynamics. We propose a simple model for debris-covered glaciers
and validate it against data from Dokriani Glacier, India. Numerical investigations of the model show
that the response of debris-covered glaciers to a warming climate has two timescales. There is a period
when the glacier loses ice by thinning but the front is almost stationary and it develops a long, slow-
flowing tongue. This stationary period, which can be >100 years for glaciers with a large extent of debris
cover, is negligible for bare glaciers. The quasi-stagnant tongue does not develop in response to cooling.
An analysis of remote-sensing data in the light of these results indicates that the variable response of the
glaciers in the Himalaya is consistent with a climate that is warming on average, but has considerable
spatial variability in the warming rates. We estimate the average warming rate to be about the same as
the global average.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of understanding the response of Himalayan
glaciers to climate change has attracted much attention
(Raina, 2009; Cogley, 2011; Scherler and others, 2011a;
Benn and others, 2012; Bolch and others, 2012; Jacob and
others, 2012). The variable response of Himalayan glaciers
has prevented a coherent interpretation of the data (Scherler
and others, 2011a; Bolch and others, 2012). For instance,
according to the remote-sensing study by Scherler and
others (2011a), in the south central Himalaya, while most
(65%) of the glaciers are retreating, a significant fraction
(35%) are almost stationary or advancing. Scherler and
others (2011a) highlighted the importance of the role of
supraglacial debris cover in the dynamics of the response of
these glaciers to changes in the climate. One peculiar
feature they observe is the existence of many stagnant
glaciers. These have stationary fronts and very low ice
velocities (<2.5ma�1) in the tongue regions. All such
glaciers have a large (>40%) extent of debris cover. Their
data also reveal a difference between the front velocities
(retreat/advance rates) of debris-covered and debris-free
(bare) glaciers. To illustrate this we separate their sample
into sparsely (<10% extent) debris-covered glaciers and
extensively (>10% extent) debris-covered glaciers. Of the
255 glaciers for which they measured frontal retreat rates,
66 are in Hindu Kush, Karakoram and the west Kunlun
Shan and 189 in the Himalaya. In this work we consider
only those that are in the Himalaya. Of these 189 glaciers,
128 have extensive debris cover and 61 have sparse debris
cover. We further classify these glaciers as retreating (front
velocity <�5ma�1), stationary (�5ma�1 < front velocity
<5ma�1) and the rest as advancing. Of the 61 sparse-
debris glaciers, 82% are retreating and 18% are stationary/
advancing, whereas of the 128 extensive-debris glaciers,
52% are retreating and 48% are stationary/advancing.
These differences are puzzling, as the two types of glaciers

are not regionally separated and must be experiencing
similar climates.

In this paper we address three puzzles posed by the work
of Scherler and others (2011a). Why are there such a large
number of ‘stagnant’ glaciers? Why is there a discrepancy
between the average behaviours of extensively debris-
covered glaciers and sparsely debris-covered ones? Why is
there such a large variation in the frontal retreat rates of
glaciers in the Himalaya?

To answer the first two questions, we formulate and study
a simplified flowline model of debris-covered glaciers. We
validate this model against data on Dokriani Glacier
(Dobhal and others, 2007). The analysis reveals that glaciers
with extensive debris cover have a qualitative difference in
their response to a warming climate as compared with bare
glaciers. A debris-covered glacier has larger climate
sensitivity than a bare glacier with the same equilibrium-
line altitude (ELA). The dynamical response of an extensively
debris-covered glacier to a warming climate is characterized
by two timescales. For an initial period, which can be over a
century, the front of the glacier is almost stationary and it
develops a slow-flowing tongue. During this period, the
glacier steadily loses ice volume by thinning. After this initial
period it retreats with a rate characterized by a second
timescale. Thus we conclude that the observed stagnant
glaciers (Scherler and others, 2011a) are losing ice volume.
We therefore reclassify the retreating and stagnant glaciers
together and refer to them as shrinking glaciers. The fraction
of shrinking glaciers in the sample with extensive debris
cover (73%) then becomes about the same as the corres-
ponding fraction in the sample of sparsely debris-covered
glaciers (82%).

We then attempt to understand the large variation in the
front retreat rates. The retreat rate of a glacier depends on the
local climate and its geometrical properties (slope, length,
etc.). Both the local climate and the geometry vary from
glacier to glacier. A simple and natural framework to
quantitatively describe these effects is Oerlemans’ (2005)
model. The model describes the length changes of a glacier
in response to changes in the local temperature, and was
effectively used by Oerlemans to reconstruct the global
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average temperature history for the past four centuries.
However, our results show that the complex lag effects
(involving two timescales) of the response of extensively
debris-covered glaciers to temperature change are not
described by Oerlemans’ (2005) model as it stands. In the
absence of a generalized model to describe the response of
extensively debris-covered glaciers, we concentrate on the
set of 61 sparsely debris-covered glaciers in the Himalayan
region. We use Oerlemans’ model, in the context of a
particular climate scenario, to extract the warming rate
experienced by each glacier. We thus obtain the distribution
of warming rates corresponding to the observed glacier
retreat rates. We compare this with the distribution of
warming rates obtained from the available weather station
data in the region. The two distributions have similar average
values and standard deviations. While this agreement does
not imply that the weather station data are correlated with
the glacier data, it does suggest that the observed variation in
the front retreat rates is compatible with the observed
variation in the glacier geometries and local climate.

DEBRIS-COVERED GLACIERS
Here we review past work on debris-covered glaciers, which
motivates the model that we study in detail.

The debris layer and the ice are strongly coupled. The
debris is transported by the ice and the ice flow is influenced
by the debris. The debris exerts a small extra driving force on
the ice surface and strongly affects the local ablation. The
former effect is not very important, as the ice equivalent of
the debris thickness is small compared with the ice
thickness. However, experimental and theoretical work
(Nakawo and Young, 1981, Nakawo and Takahashi, 1982;
Mattson and others, 1993; Conway and Rasmussen, 2000;
Konovalov, 2000; Nicholson and Benn, 2006; Benn and
others, 2012) shows that the ablation properties are signifi-
cantly affected. The debris layer reduces the albedo and
provides thermal insulation to the ice. Up to a thickness of
�1 cm (Mattson and others, 1993), the former effect is
dominant and results in an increased rate of ablation. At
larger thicknesses, the latter effect dominates, resulting in a
significant decrease in the ablation rate.

The debris deposited in the accumulation zone subsides
into the ice and emerges in the ablation zone with the
melting ice. Thus the debris accumulates on the glacier
surface as ice flows down the valley, thickening the debris
layer there. The ice velocity in the ablation zone decreases
in the downstream direction, causing the debris to pile up.

Typically, there are also rockfalls on the valley sides, feeding
debris into the glacier. Hence the debris thickness increases
in the downstream direction and decreases the ablation
rates. This decreasing trend can counteract or overcome the
increasing trend due to the increase in temperature at lower
elevations. Consequently, the specific mass-balance func-
tions of glaciers with thick debris layers may decrease to a
minimum or have a kink (a rapid change in slope) at some
altitude, EK, in the ablation zone. Below EK it either becomes
more-or-less independent of the altitude or increases in the
downstream direction, as illustrated in Figure 1b and c.

Some models of this coupled dynamics have been
reported in the literature. These are flowline models with
two variable functions, the debris-thickness profile and the
ice-thickness profile. There is a set of two coupled equations
which describes the dynamics. Konrad and Humphrey
(2000) studied the steady-state properties of rock glaciers,
Naito and others (2000) modelled Khumbu Glacier and
Vacco and others (2010) investigated the effects of a debris
avalanche on the ice dynamics, using such models.

In the next section, we use a simpler model of a debris-
covered glacier, that captures the essential physics of the
effect of the debris layer.

A FLOWLINE MODEL FOR DEBRIS-COVERED
GLACIERS
As discussed above, there is a qualitative difference in the
specific mass-balance profiles of debris-covered and bare
glaciers. The profile smoothly decreases in the downstream
direction for bare glaciers, whereas for debris-covered ones
there is a sharp change in slope somewhere in the ablation
zone. In several cases the slope changes sign, leading to a
minimum located in the ablation zone. We have studied the
effects of the existence of this kink in the specific mass-
balance profile in an idealized glacier model, the flowline
model (Oerlemans, 2001; Adhikari and Huybrechts, 2009).
The glacier is modelled as ice flowing in a channel
described by the cross-section-averaged ice thickness,
Hðx, tÞ, and velocity, uðx, tÞ, profiles; t is the time and x
the coordinate along the central flowline. The ice-volume
equation is

@H
@t

¼ � 1
W

@ðHWuÞ
@x

þ b ð1Þ

where W ðxÞ is the cross-sectional area and bðx, tÞ the
specific mass-balance profile. Given the form of the mass-
balance profile, bðx, tÞ, together with a constitutive relation

Fig. 1. Mass-balance profiles for debris-covered glaciers. (a) Mass-balance profile of the bare glacier Nigardsbreen, Norway (WGMS, 2008).
(b) Mass-balance profile of the debris-covered Chota Shigri Glacier, Indian Himalaya (Wagnon and others, 2007). (c) Three examples of the
idealized mass-balance profiles used in this paper. Note that above elevation EK the profiles coincide and the value of the balance gradient is
�. Also note that for debris-covered glaciers the mass-balance curve has a kink at EK. For these glaciers the balance gradient below EK takes
the value ð� � �0Þ.
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between the velocity and the ice thickness, Eqn (1) can be
solved for the thickness and velocity profiles. We take the
constitutive relation to be (Oerlemans, 2001)

u ¼ �g
@

@x
ðH þ zÞ

� �3
fdH4 þ fsH2� � ð2Þ

where � is the ice density, g the acceleration due to gravity
and zðxÞ the bedrock profile, which we take to be linear
with slope, s; fd is the constant associated with the
deformation flow (Glen’s law) and fs parameterizes the
basal slip.

We have used a piecewise linear mass-balance profile,
bðxÞ, that incorporates effects of the debris layer in a
minimal way,

bðxÞ ¼ �ðh � EÞ, h � EK
¼ �ðh � EÞ � �0ðh � EKÞ, h � EK

ð3Þ

where hðx, tÞ � Hðx, tÞ þ zðxÞ is the ice surface altitude,
with Hðx, tÞ the ice thickness and �0 � � > 0. This idealized
profile, parameterized by the ELA, E, the altitude of the kink,
EK, and the two gradients, � and �0, is plotted in Figure 1c for
some sample parameters. The value of E � EK can be
expected to decrease with increasing debris source strengths
and ice velocity gradients. Its value in the measured mass-
balance profiles of some debris-covered Himalayan glaciers
(e.g. Khumbu (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000), Chota Shigri
(Wagnon and others, 2007) and Dokriani (Dobhal and
others, 2007)) lie in the range 400–700m.

Changes in the climate influence the glacier dynamics
through changes in the mass-balance profile which, in turn,
depends on both the climate and the ice/debris dynamics.
We make the simplifying assumption that for small changes
in temperature the ELA responds instantly to the changes and
the balance gradients, � and �0, remain unchanged. We
have investigated two extreme possibilities for the change in
EK: (1) the limit of fast debris response where EK changes
instantly, keeping E � EK fixed, and (2) the limit where EK
remains fixed.

In the next section, we use this assumption in a flowline
model of a real glacier to check its validity.

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
We have validated this model against data for Dokriani
Glacier. Dokriani is a well-studied glacier (Gergan and
others, 1999; Hasnain and Thayyen, 1999; Dobhal and
others, 2007) located in the Bhagirathi Basin, Garhwal
Himalaya (308510N, 788490 E). It is �5.5 km long and has an
area of �6 km2. About 40% of the glacier area is covered
with supraglacial debris (Hasnain and Thayyen, 1999).
Below we describe a simplified approximate numerical
model of Dokriani Glacier.

We approximate this glacier with a rectangular channel
with a uniform slope of 0.4 (Fig. 2b). The channel width,
W ðxÞ, above an elevation of 5000m is 3.3 times larger than
that below 5000m (table 1 of Dobhal and others, 2007). The
specific mass-balance function has been reported for the
period 1992–2000 (fig. 2 of Dobhal and others, 2007). It is
more-or-less independent of the altitude from a little above
the ELA and this value does not change significantly during
this period. The specific mass-balance function then linearly
decreases with decreasing altitude and saturates to a constant
melting rate at �750m below the ELA. We therefore use a
specific mass-balance function of the form of Eqn (3) with
� ¼ �0 ¼ 0:0059 a�1 and E � EK ¼ 750m (Fig. 2c).

A range of values of the flow parameters in Eqn (2) has
been used in the literature (Oerlemans, 2001; Adhikari and
Huybrechts, 2009). We fix the flow parameters so the model
glacier has an average ice thickness of 50m, which is equal to
the observed average ice thickness of Dokriani Glacier
(Gergan and others, 1999). The values we thus obtain are fd ¼
0:475� 10�24 Pa�3 s�1 and fs ¼ 1:425� 10�20 Pa�3m2 s�1.
These values are about four times less than those quoted by
Oerlemans (2001) and about seven times larger than those
used by Adhikari and Huybrechts (2009).

We then ran the model, assuming that the glacier was in a
steady state around 1962 with an ELA at 4720m and that the
ELA has moved up at a constant rate of 10ma�1 since then.
These values are obtained from the best-fit linear extrapo-
lation of the ELA data given in table 3 of Dobhal and others
(2007) for the period 1992–2000.

Fig. 2. A simple model of Dokriani Glacier. (a) A Google Earth image of Dokriani Glacier (with approximate ice boundaries shown in red).
Note the supraglacial debris cover in the lower ablation zone. (b) A simple model used to describe Dokriani Glacier. (c) The mass-balance
profile used to model Dokriani Glacier. (d) Observed and model responses of the length of Dokriani Glacier (red) to the changing ELA (blue).
The two timescales are clear.
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The results are shown in Figure 2d. The model reproduces
the observed front retreat (Dobhal and others, 2007) quite
well. The rate of retreat of the model is slightly more than the
observed rate. This may be due to the simplifying
approximations made about the hypsometry and time
dependence of the ELA variation. We found that the data
are best reproduced when we change EK along with E,
keeping E � EK fixed. Interestingly, the length hardly
changes for the first 15 years, indicating that Dokriani
Glacier would have been in a stationary state for that period,
despite a steadily increasing ELA.

DYNAMICS OF DEBRIS-COVERED GLACIERS
Below we describe the results obtained by simulating a large
number of synthetic debris-covered glaciers with linear
bedrock profiles and uniform channel cross sections. We
solve Eqn (1) numerically with an explicit forward-differ-
encing method using a time-step of 0.00025 years and a
spatial grid size of 25m. The following parameter values are
used in the simulations: � ¼ 900 kgm�3, g ¼ 9:8m s�2,
fd ¼ 1:9� 10�24 Pa�3 s�1 and fs ¼ 5:7� 10�20 Pa�3 m2 s�1.
The values of the flow parameters are chosen to be equal to
those used by Oerlemans (2001). This is to check that our
simulations reproduce the results described by Oerlemans
for the debris-free glaciers. We take a headwall height of
5500m. The ranges of the slope, E, E � EK, � and �0=� are
tabulated in Table 1.

We numerically solved Eqn (1) for �1000 synthetic
glaciers with parameters in the ranges specified in Table 1.
We then studied the steady-state profiles and the dynamics

of the transition between two steady states for this ensemble
of synthetic glaciers.

Steady states
To study the steady states, we start with an empty valley with
no ice on it and run the model until steady state is achieved.
Comparing glaciers with the same ELA, � and slope, we find
that the lengths and volumes increase with increasing debris
cover (decreasing E � EK and/or increasing �0). This can be
understood as the effect of the decreased ablation below EK.
We also find that steady-state debris-covered glaciers have
longer ablation zones than their bare counterparts (Fig. 3a
and b) and the ice thickness in the ablation zone is smaller.

The climate sensitivity, namely the change in length for a
small and abrupt change in the ELA, is larger for glaciers with
debris cover (see, e.g., Figs 3 and 4). While this is a little
counter-intuitive, it can also be understood as the effect of the
decreased ablation below EK in debris-covered glaciers as
compared with a bare glacier. For example, if the ELA

Table 1. The parameter ranges of the synthetic glaciers

Parameter Range

Slope 0.06–0.22
E 4700–5300m
E � EK 400–800m
� 0.005–0.009 a�1

�0=� 1.0–1.4

Fig. 3. Evolution of a retreating model debris-covered glacier. (a) Ice velocity profiles of a retreating debris-covered glacier. (The model
glacier has the following parameter values: s ¼ 0:1, � ¼ 0:007 a�1, �0 ¼ 1:1�, change in ELA +50m; the two vertical lines show the initial
and final positions of the ELA.) The initial and final profiles (red curves) and intermediate profiles every 60 years (grey curves) are shown for
the first 240 years. (b) Evolution of the ice velocity profile of a corresponding debris-free bare glacier. (c) Fractional change of length with
time for both the glaciers. (d) Fractional variation of ice volume with time. (e) Parametric plot of evolution of total length and volume (grey
dots denote positions every 60 years for the first 240 years).

Fig. 4. Evolution of an advancing model debris-covered glacier. (a) Ice velocity profiles of an advancing debris-covered glacier. (The model
glacier has the following parameter values: s ¼ 0:1, � ¼ 0:007 a�1, �0 ¼ 1:1�, change in ELA �50m; the two vertical lines show the initial
and final positions of the ELA.) Initial and final profiles are denoted by red curves and the intermediate profiles after every 30 years are
shown as grey lines for the first 270 years. (b) Corresponding ice velocity profiles of a debris-free bare glacier. (c) Fractional changes in the
total length with time for both glaciers. (d) Fractional changes in the total ice volume with time for both glaciers. (e) Parametric plot of
evolution of total length and volume (grey dots denote positions after every 30 years for the first 270 years).
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increases and the net accumulation decreases, the debris-
covered glacier needs a larger decrease in length to make the
total mass balance zero.

In order to better understand this effect, we follow
Oerlemans’ (2001) approach to obtain an approximate
analytical expression for the climate sensitivity for an
arbitrary mass-balance profile. The specific mass balance at
any point depends on the sum of the bedrock elevation and
the ice thickness at that point (Eqn (3)). Since an analytic
expression for the ice-thickness profile is not known, as a first
approximation we ignore this ice-thickness feedback, i.e. we
assume specific balance depends only on bedrock elevation.
With this simplification the steady-state condition of a glacier
with a uniform cross section is given byZ z0

zL
bðzÞ dz � 0 ð4Þ

where z0 and zL are maximum elevation of the bedrock and
the elevation of the glacier terminus, respectively. As
mentioned above, here we consider an arbitrary mass-
balance profile, bðzÞ, without restricting ourselves to the
piecewise linear mass-balance profiles considered in the
previous sections. A change in ELA by a small amount, �E,
keeping the shape of the mass-balance function the same,
would lead to the balance condition,

R z0
zLþ�z b1ðzÞ dz � 0,

where �z is the change in snout elevation and the modified
mass-balance function, b1, is given by b1ðzÞ ¼ bðz þ �EÞ.
Expanding up to first order in �z and �E , and combining the
above relations we obtain

jbðzLÞj þ bðz0Þð Þ�E � �jbðzLÞj�z ð5Þ
i.e.

dL
dE
� �1

s
1þ bðz0Þ

jbðzLÞj
� �

ð6Þ

where s denotes the slope of the glacier. This approximate
relation describes our numerical data quite well, as shown
in Figure 5a. Note that the expression systematically
underestimates the numerical values, since a positive
contribution from ice-thickness feedback has been ne-
glected. The above expression reproduces the standard
result (Oerlemans, 2001) for debris-free glaciers with a
linear mass balance, where jbðzLÞj � bðz0Þ. It also shows
that a debris-covered glacier has a larger climate sensitivity,
since jbðzLÞj < bðz0Þ in this case.

The transition between two steady states
The response of a glacier to changes in temperature is
characterized by a timescale. This response time, � , is
defined as the time taken to complete ð1� 1=eÞ of the total
length change after a small step-change in temperature. We
study the dynamics of the transition from one steady state to
another by introducing a step-change of 50m in the ELA
after steady state has been reached, and running the model
until it reaches the new steady state.

Figure 3 shows the dynamics when the ELA is increased
for an example synthetic glacier. We find that the stationary
period that we noticed while modelling the response of
Dokriani Glacier (Fig. 2d) to a warming climate is a general
feature of all debris-covered glaciers. During this stationary
period, 0� �st, the glacier length remains steady. �st vanishes
in the limit of bare glaciers. It increases with increasing
debris cover and can exceed 100 years (Fig. 3c). During this
period, the glacier steadily loses ice volume (Fig. 3d). This
manifests as a steady decrease in the thickness and,
consequently, in ice velocity (Fig. 3a). In this process, the
glacier develops a thin tongue with a very low ice velocity,
which is almost stagnant. After this initial period of �st, the
length retreat starts. If the associated timescale is denoted by
�1 then � ¼ �st þ �1. In the limit of bare glaciers as �st
vanishes, so � and �1 become the same.

When the ELA is decreased, the shape of the glacier
changes differently. There is a shorter stationary period
during which the ablation zone thickens. Also, the slow-
flowing tongue does not develop in the response to cooling
(Fig. 4a). Thus, the presence of many stagnant debris-
covered glaciers in the Himalaya with stationary fronts and
slow-flowing tongues (Scherler and others, 2011a) is a clear
signal of a warming climate.

The timescale for the response of bare glaciers is set by
the specific mass-balance gradient, which is typically
1=� � 150 years. The length or volume response time of a
bare glacier is proportional to this timescale (Oerlemans,
2001), the constant of proportionality being dependent on
the glacier geometry. The specific mass-balance profile of
debris-covered glaciers is characterized by two gradients, �
at elevations above EK and � � �0 below EK. This is the root
cause of the existence of two timescales.

To understand the two timescales (�1 and �st) and also the
difference between the response to a warming and cooling

Fig. 5. Variation of dL=dE and response times for debris-covered and bare glaciers. (a) Numerically obtained values of dL=dE and
approximate analytic estimates (solid curves) are shown for both bare and debris-covered glaciers (� ¼ 0:007 a�1, s ¼ 0:1). (b) Variation of
total length response time, �1 þ �st, for these glaciers. The solid curve shows expected 1=

ffiffiffi
L

p
variations for bare glaciers. The response time of

debris-covered glaciers shows deviation from this behaviour. (c) Variations of �st for debris-covered glaciers.
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climate, we examine the case of � ¼ �0, when the specific
mass-balance profile is independent of the elevation below
EK. In this case, when E and EK are changed by a small
amount, the specific mass balance is unchanged below EK.
The ice in this region is therefore only responding to the
changes in the incoming ice flux at EK. Thus there will be no
changes in the front region for the time it takes for these
changes to propagate from EK to the front. The time taken for
the change at EK to affect the front is governed by the
average ice velocity below EK. The ice thickness, and hence
the ice velocity, below EK decreases with time for a warming
climate and increases with time for a cooling climate. Thus
the time taken, �st, for significant changes in the front region
is much larger in the case of a warming climate. This
timescale vanishes for bare glaciers, as they can be looked
upon as the limit where there is no ice below EK. The second
timescale is provided by the rate at which the thickness
changes at EK, which is governed by the dynamics above EK.

To summarize, the two timescales observed in the
numerical simulations may be visualized as follows. At
� ¼ �0, timescale �st corresponds to the average rate at
which the changes at EK propagate in the downstream
direction. The other period, �1, is the timescale at which the
ice thickness changes at EK. The total response time is given
by the sum of these two timescales, i.e. � ¼ �1 þ �st.

An attempt to parameterize the two timescales for
glaciers responding to a warming climate is described
below.

Empirical formulae for the two response times
Here we develop empirical formulae for the two response
times (�1 and �st) at � ¼ �0, based on the physics discussed
above, and test them against our numerical simulations of
the ensemble of synthetic glaciers.

As discussed, at � ¼ �0 the stationary period, �st, is the
time taken for the changes at EK to affect the front
significantly. This is equal to the length below EK divided
by the average velocity below EK. We take the length to be
proportional to fL, where f is the fraction of length of the
glacier below EK. The quantity with dimensions of velocity
that can be constructed from the glacier parameters is �L.
We expect the velocity scale to also depend on slope. We
find that the choice s�L best describes our numerical data
(as discussed below). Thus, we arrive at the empirical
formula for �st,

�st � �þ �1f
�s

ð7Þ

where �1 is a constant. In Figure 6a, we plot the computed

�st for our ensemble of synthetic glaciers with � ¼ �0. The
horizontal axis is f =�s and the vertical axis is �st. The
empirical formula is shown as a solid line. The points shown
as filled circles are the values of �st obtained from our
numerical simulations of the ensemble of synthetic glaciers
with � ¼ �0. We see that the formula approximates �st quite
well if we put �1 ¼ 0:4. � � 7 years is a small number
related to our numerical precision.

The other timescale (�1) is the one at which the thickness
at EK changes. This timescale should reduce to the standard
length response time for bare glaciers when f ¼ 0 so �st � 0.
Oerlemans (2001) developed an empirical expression for �
for bare glaciers controlled by the ratio of the length of the
glacier to a typical velocity scale,

� � �2

�s1:5L0:5
ð8Þ

where �2 is a constant.
We generalize this formula for the case of debris-covered

glaciers. The dynamics above EK are unaffected by the
dynamics below it and are similar to those of a bare glacier.
However, since debris covers generally lead to thinner
ablation zones, we expect the typical velocity to be smaller
in magnitude, resulting in a larger �1. This, together with the
constraint that we must recover the above formula when
the debris-covered fraction goes to zero, motivates us to try
the following empirical form of �1:

�1 � �2ð1þ f Þ
�s1:5L0:5

ð9Þ

In Figure 6b we compare the empirical formula with the
numerical simulations. The horizontal axis in this plot is
ð1þ f Þ=�s1:5L0:5 and the vertical axis is �1. The above
empirical formula is shown as a solid line. The open symbols
are the numerical values of �1 obtained from the numerical
simulations of the ensemble of synthetic glaciers with
� ¼ �0. As can be seen, the empirical formula describes
our numerical data reasonably well if we put �2 ¼ 1:1.

Thus we see that the qualitative nature of the transition
between two steady states (Fig. 3) can be understood on the
basis of general principles. We therefore believe that the
existence of a debris-cover-dependent �st and the formation
of a slow-flowing tongue during the stationary period in a
warming environment and its absence in a cooling environ-
ment are robust features of the dynamics of glaciers with
thick debris covers. Stagnation as a response to warming has
also been found in a coupled debris/ice model (personal
communication from D.A. Vacco and R.B. Alley, 2012).

Fig. 6. Empirical formulae for response times, �st and �1. Empirical formulae of �st, �1 (green line) and numerical data for the case of � ¼ �0,
for a range of parameter values (� ¼ 0:005–0.009 a�1, s ¼ 0:06–0.22).
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CLIMATE SIGNALS FROM HIMALAYAN GLACIERS
We are now in a position to address the three puzzling
aspects of the response of Himalayan glaciers to changes in
the climate brought out by the work of Scherler and others
(2011a): Why are there such a large number of ‘stagnant’
glaciers? Why is there a discrepancy between the average
behaviours of extensively debris-covered glaciers and
sparsely debris-covered glaciers? Why is there such a large
variation in the front retreat rates?

Consistency of the response of extensively and
sparsely debris-covered Himalayan glaciers to climate
change
The results obtained in the previous section provide an
explanation for the existence of a large number of
extensively debris-covered stagnant glaciers in the dataset
of Scherler and others (2011a). These are glaciers with a
large stationary time, �st. The instrumental temperature
record and the temperature profile obtained from glacier
length records (Oerlemans, 2005) show that, at the global
scale, the climate started warming in �1850. The warming
rate increased after �1900. There was then a cooling period
from �1940 to �1970, after which the temperature again
started rising. Assuming that the regional climate in the
Himalaya was not dramatically different from the global
average, we may expect that the Himalayan glaciers, on
average, began retreating from steady states �150 years ago.
The cooling period of �30 years would have provided a
forcing in the opposite direction. Since �st in a cooling
climate is much less than that in a warming climate, the
extensively debris-covered glaciers would have thickened
during this period and started to thin again when the
warming started �50 years ago. Our modelling shows that
�st for warming climates can be as large as �100 years.
Thus, the glaciers with large �st can be expected to currently
be in the stagnant phase.

If we interpret the stagnant glaciers as experiencing a
warming climate and reclassify them along with the
retreating glaciers, then the average behaviours of the
extensively and sparsely debris-covered glaciers become
consistent. As mentioned above, of the 128 extensively
debris-covered glaciers in the dataset (Scherler and others,
2011a, considering only the Himalayan region), 52% are
retreating and 48% are stationary/advancing, whereas these
values are 82% and 18%, respectively, for the set of 61
sparsely debris-covered glaciers in the region. We assume
that any stationary glacier with >5% stagnant regions is
shrinking (losing ice volume), as are the retreating glaciers.
Further we classify the other stationary/advancing glaciers
as having a steady/increasing ice volume. According to
this criterion, 27 of the 61 stationary/retreating glaciers are
classified as shrinking. We then have 73% of the
extensively debris-covered glaciers shrinking, which is
about the same as the fraction (82%) of shrinking glaciers
in the set of sparsely debris-covered glaciers. The data are
now consistent, with the two sets of glaciers experiencing
similar climates.

The variation in front retreat rates
We now address the issue of the large variation in the
observed front retreat rates. Glaciers respond to the local
climate. Their response parameters, climate sensitivity and
response times, depend on their geometry. Both the local
climate and glacier geometry have significant variations.

Scherler and others (2011a) find no correlation between the
response parameters of the glaciers and their front velocities.
However, they did not analyse the lag effects and the
possibilities of variations in the local climate. In this sub-
section we examine these two effects. We estimate the
variation in the local warming rates required to explain the
observed variation of the front retreat rates of the glaciers in
the dataset. We then compare this with the distribution of
warming rates estimated from the available meteorological
station data.

Oerlemans (2005) used a very simple model on a global
scale to invert glacier retreat data for the variation of the
global average temperature in the past four centuries. The
temperature profile extracted from the glacier data matches
the instrumental record remarkably well, indicating that the
model captures the average behaviour of a large sample of
real glaciers.

The model (Oerlemans, 2001, 2005) describes the linear
response of glacier length to changing temperature from
some reference state and assumes that it is governed by

d�L
dt

¼ �1
�

c�T þ�Lð Þ ð10Þ
where �T ðtÞ ¼ T ðtÞ � T ðt0Þ is the change in temperature
from that at some reference t ime, t0, �LðtÞ ¼
LðtÞ � L0ðT ðt0ÞÞ, where L0ðT Þ denotes the steady-state length
of the glacier at temperature T and LðtÞ is its length at time t;
� is the response time and c the climate sensitivity. It is
indeed remarkable that such a simple model works so well
on average. This reflects the fact that for bare glaciers the
changing shape response is essentially reflecting the length
response. Thus there is only one important length- and
timescale in the system. Our results show that this is not the
case for glaciers with extensive debris cover. There is an
extra timescale, �st, and the volume change is not reflected
by the length change (Fig. 3), indicating that there is another
important length scale. It is clearly important to investigate
this issue further, identify a suitable extra length scale and
generalize Eqn (10) to reflect the coupled dynamics of the
two length scales. A convenient choice of the extra length
scale might be the mean thickness in the ablation zone.

In the absence of a generalized model to describe
extensively debris-covered glaciers, we concentrate on the
61 sparsely debris-covered glaciers, which we assume are
approximately described by Oerlemans’ model. As the
discussion above shows, the average qualitative behaviours
of extensively and sparsely debris-covered glaciers are
consistent. Therefore the signal extracted from the bare-
glacier data can be used to understand the prevailing
climatic conditions in the Himalaya as a whole.

Given the length of a glacier as a function of time,
Eqn (10) can be used to compute the temperature changes.
We do not have the luxury of detailed length records; we
only have the front velocity at one epoch. However, as we
show below, this information can be used to extract the
average warming rate in the context of specific climate
scenarios.

The front velocity is governed by the warming rate.
Differentiating both sides of Eqn (10) with respect to time we
get an equation for the front velocity, vðtÞ � dLðtÞ=dt ¼
d�LðtÞ=dt. Thus,

dv
dt
¼ �1

�
cwðtÞ þ vð Þ ð11Þ

where wðtÞ � d�T ðtÞ=dt is the warming rate. The solution
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to this equation, with t0 set to 0, is given by

vðtÞ ¼ vð0Þe�t=� þ c
�

Z t

0
e�ðt�t

0Þ=�wðt 0Þ dt 0 ð12Þ

Given the front velocity at some epoch and the warming rate
profile, the front velocity at future times is given by Eqn (11).
If we approximate the warming rate profile by a time-
independent average rate, wðtÞ ¼ w, then it can be
expressed in terms of the front velocities at the initial and
final times,

w ¼ vðtÞ � vð0Þe�t=�
c 1� e�t=�ð Þ ð13Þ

The global average temperature shows a cooling period
from �1940 to �1970. This is consistent with the available
temperature data in the Himalaya (see also Shrestha and
others, 1999; Bhutiyani and others, 2007). Therefore, we
assume that all the glaciers had very small front velocities in
1960, i.e. vð1960Þ � 0 and a constant warming rate from
1960 to 2010. We then use the observed front velocities in
2010 (Scherler and others, 2011a) to obtain the warming
rates for the 61 sparsely debris-covered glaciers in the
dataset by

wn ¼ vn
cn 1� e�50=�nð Þ ð14Þ

Here n labels the individual glaciers, i.e. n ¼ 1, . . . , 61, and
wn is the average warming rate experienced by the nth
glacier. The climate sensitivities, cn, and response times, �n,
were computed according to the formulae given by Oerle-
mans (2005), which relate these quantities to local precipi-
tation, length and slope values. The slope and length values
used are as given by Scherler and others (2011a,b), and the
precipitation is taken to be p ¼ 1ma�1.

The front velocities are not exact and are measured only
to an accuracy of �v ¼ 10ma�1 (Scherler and others,
2011a). This implies an uncertainty in the warming rates,
�wn, given by

�wn ¼ �v
cn �e�50=�nð Þ ð15Þ

We use the individual values of wn and �wn to construct a
probability distribution function (PDF) of warming rates in
the Himalaya as follows:

PGðwÞ ¼ 1
61

X61
n¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��w2

n

p e�ðw�wnÞ2=�w2
n ð16Þ

where the sum is over the set of 61 relatively debris-free
glaciers. PGðwÞ is the probability that a glacier randomly
picked from the dataset has experienced an average
warming rate, w, in the period 1960–2010. This
PDF is plotted in Figure 7. It has an average warming rate
of 1.28C century�1 and a standard deviation of
1.78Ccentury�1. Although the average is about the same
as the global average, there is a large spread of warming
rates.

We then investigate whether this variation in warming
rates is compatible with the available data from weather
stations in the region. We compare the PDF obtained by
inverting glacier retreat data with the distribution of
warming rates extracted from the data from 19 weather
stations in the Himalaya for the same period, 1960–2010
(Lawrimore and others, 2011). We obtain the annual
averages from monthly means using only records that

contain a full 12 months’ data. We then compute the best-
fit mean linear warming rate, w 0

n, and its standard error,
�w 0

n, for the nth weather station. These values are tabulated
in Table 2. The PDF that a randomly picked station will have
a warming rate w is given by

PWSðwÞ ¼ 1
19

X19
n¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��w 02

n

q e�ðw�w
0
nÞ2=�w 02

n ð17Þ

PWSðwÞ is plotted in Figure 7. It has a mean warming
rate of 1.68C century�1 and a standard deviation of
2.28Ccentury�1.

From Figure 7 we see that the two PDFs, one from glacier
data and the other from weather station data, are very
similar. We therefore conclude that the observed variation in
the glacier retreat rates is consistent with the variation in
their response parameters and the observed spatial vari-
ability of local climate.

The mean warming rate is about the same as the observed
global average rate. This is consistent with the result of Bolch
and others (2012), where the average mass balance of the
Himalayan glaciers is estimated to be about the same as the
global average.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the dynamical response of debris-
covered glaciers to changes in the climate. The important
difference between bare and debris-covered glaciers is in
the shape of the specific mass-balance function. For bare
glaciers it decreases with decreasing altitude and is min-
imum at the front. For debris-covered glaciers it reaches a
minimum somewhere in the ablation region and then either
flattens out or increases. We have numerically investigated
the effects of the existence of the minimum using a flowline
model with idealized glacier geometries and mass-balance
functions. We have further assumed that the mass-balance
function changes in a simple way for changes in the climate.

Within the framework of our assumptions, we find
dramatic differences in the response of bare and debris-
covered glaciers to a warming climate. When a debris-
covered glacier at steady state experiences a small, abrupt
increase in temperature, its front initially remains stationary.

Fig. 7. Distribution of warming rates in the Himalayan region: the
warming rates extracted from the front retreat rate data of 61 bare
glaciers (green curve, 1:2	 1:78Ccentury�1), assuming uniform
warming for past 50 years; and the warming rates obtained from 19
weather stations in the Himalayan region for the same period (red
curve, 1:6	 2:28Ccentury�1).
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During this stationary period it loses ice volume by thinning
in the ablation region and it develops a very slow-flowing
quasi-stagnant tongue. After this period the front retreats to
the new steady-state value. The stationary period, which can
exceed 100 years for debris-covered glaciers, is negligible
for bare glaciers. The response to cooling is very different.
The stationary period is smaller and the ablation zone
thickens during this period and hence the quasi-stagnant
tongue does not develop.

Thus, in a warming environment, the length changes of a
debris-covered glacier do not reflect the volume changes.
Figure 3 illustrates this by showing the evolution of the
volume fraction and the length fraction at different epochs
for bare and debris-covered glaciers responding to an
increase in temperature. Figure 4 does the same for a
decrease in temperature. These results show that the changes
in the length fraction are an indicator of changes in the
volume fraction in all cases, except for debris-covered
glaciers responding to an increase in temperature.

The above conclusions are based on modelling idealized
glaciers with very simple geometries and mass-balance
functions. So we have presented evidence that the results are
robust and apply to real glaciers. Firstly, we showed that the
model is successful in reproducing the observed front retreat
of Dokriani Glacier. Secondly, we provided a qualitative
understanding of the effect, based on general physical
principles. The origin of the two timescales in the response,
namely the stationary period, �st, and the response time, � ,
can be traced to the two gradients in the mass-balance
function, � and �0. Further, empirical formulae for the
climate sensitivity and the two response times, motivated by
the qualitative physics, reproduce the model results reason-
ably well (Figs 5a and 6). We emphasize that the empirical
formulae are not derived from the model but are based on
general physical arguments. Thus the agreement between
the model results and the empirical formulae indicates that
the model results are robust. The last, but not least, piece
of evidence comes from the large number of stagnant,

debris-covered glaciers in the Himalaya (highlighted by
Scherler and others, 2011a). Our results show that the
development of a long, quasi-stagnant tongue is an
unambiguous signal of the response to a warming climate.
If the stagnant glaciers in the dataset (Scherler and others,
2011a) are interpreted accordingly, then the fractions of
shrinking glaciers in the set of glaciers with extensive and
sparse debris cover become approximately equal, consistent
with both sets experiencing similar climatic conditions.

A central assumption we have made is that the mass
balance responds to changes in the climate by a change in E
and EK, with the gradients remaining unchanged. While this
assumption seems to be borne out for small changes over
short times by our comparison of the model results with the
field observations of Dokriani Glacier (Dobhal and others,
2007) and the existence of many stagnant glaciers in the
data of Scherler and others (2011a), it is untested for changes
that occur over many response times. For instance, we
would hesitate to apply it to model the past glaciation of
debris-covered glaciers over a timescale of thousands of
years. More detailed studies are required to delineate the
regime of applicability of our simplifying assumption.

We then attempted to understand the large variation in
the observed front retreat rates and also extract information
about the warming rates in the Himalaya from the front
retreat data. We discuss why Oerlemans’ (2005) model,
which was used so successfully to reconstruct the global
average temperature variation from the length records of
glaciers, has to be generalized to be applicable to glaciers
with extensive debris cover.

In the absence of such a generalized model, we analysed
the front retreat data of the 61 sparsely debris-covered
glaciers in the framework of Oerlemans’ model. Our main
aim was to see if the variation in the response can be
attributed to spatial variations in the climate and variation in
the glacier geometry. We assumed a climate scenario in
which all the glaciers were very close to steady state in 1960
and had experienced a temporally constant but spatially

Table 2. Warming rate data for the 19 stations. w is the warming rate and �w the uncertainty in its value. ‘No. of years’ gives the number of
years between 1960 and 2010 for which the annual average temperature is known for that station

Latitude Longitude Elevation Station w �w No. of years

8N 8 E ma.s.l. 8Ca�1 8Ca�1

35.0700 71.8300 1439.0 Chitral 0.012 0.046 13
33.9200 73.3800 2127.0 Murree 0.026 0.022 11
34.0800 74.8300 1587.0 Srinagar 0.025 0.007 38
31.1000 77.1700 2202.0 Shimla –0.004 0.012 25
29.4700 79.6500 2311.0 Mukteshwar Kumaon 0.004 0.007 39
32.5000 80.0800 4279.0 Shiquanhe 0.045 0.009 22
27.7000 85.3700 1337.0 Kathmandu Air 0.029 0.006 34
28.6300 87.0800 4302.0 Tingri 0.025 0.010 20
27.0500 88.2700 2128.0 Darjeeling –0.007 0.023 15
30.9500 88.6300 4670.0 Xainza 0.031 0.006 30
29.2500 88.8800 3837.0 Xigaze 0.020 0.007 26
29.6700 91.1300 3650.0 Lhasa 0.039 0.005 46
25.5700 91.8800 1598.0 Shillong 0.006 0.004 33
31.4800 92.0700 4508.0 Nagqu 0.031 0.012 24
28.4200 92.4700 3861.0 Lhunze 0.025 0.008 25
31.8800 93.7800 4024.0 Sog Xian 0.027 0.008 26
29.5700 94.4700 3000.0 Nyingchi 0.010 0.006 28
32.9000 95.3000 4068.0 Zadoi 0.011 0.010 31
28.5000 98.9000 3488.0 Deqen 0.017 0.004 36
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varying warming rate (i.e. different warming rates for
different glaciers) since then. We then used Oerlemans’
model to compute the warming rate corresponding to the
front retreat velocity of each glacier. Incorporating the
measurement uncertainty in the front retreat, we then
constructed a PDF, PGðwÞ, that a randomly picked glacier
from the dataset is experiencing a warming rate w. We
found that this is very similar to the PDF extracted from
Himalayan weather station data, PWSðwÞ, for the probability
that a randomly picked station has a warming rate w. We
thus conclude that the observed variation in the front retreat
rates of the glaciers can be attributed to the variation of their
response parameters and variations in the local climate.

The warming rate we obtain from the glacier data is
1:2	 1:78Ccentury�1. The mean is close to the global
average warming rate. Bolch and others (2012) have
estimated the average of the mass-balance data from
Himalayan glaciers to be very similar to the estimated
global average. Our estimate obtained from the retreat rates
is thus consistent with their estimate from the mass balance.

While we believe we have presented strong evidence for
our main results, more work is required to make them
conclusive:

1. A comparison of our model with a coupled debris/ice
model to delineate the regime of validity of our
simplifying assumptions. This will also relate the two
gradients, � and �0, and the altitude of the minimum of
the specific mass balance, EK, to the parameters
characterizing the debris layer dynamics.

2. Generalization of Oerlemans’ (2005) model to include
debris-covered glaciers so the entire dataset can be used
to quantitatively extract climate signals.

3. A more detailed analysis of the relation between local
climate variations and variations of glacier response,
including glaciers in other regions.

We hope to report on these issues in the future.
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